Minutes from 8/6/2020 Meeting
Meeting started 6:02pm on 8/6/2020
Read 2/20/20 meeting minutes. Fulcher motioned to accept minutes and Scarlett seconded.

Money in bank as of 8/6/2020 $19,106.31
$4600.00 is outstanding checks that haven’t been cashed. This number has already been subtracted
from the total above.
South Davidson owes DCYSA $320.00 and can not register any players until this balance is cleared up.
Rick stepped down as Liaison
Michele Butala stepped down as Secretary, Angel Hedrick stepped in
Brandi Powell stepped down as Vice President. Rick Cisneros stepped in.

New age chart- still school age
Still working on becoming our own 501c3 with Mr. Myers. Hoping to be completed by end of
September. DCYSA will no longer have to rely on Booster Clubs for 501c3 status.

New Waivers for medical and Covid are to be used.
DCYSA is going to proceed to play with a plan in place for Covid.

Plan:
Mask required but will not be policed. Signs will be made visible at all fields and entrance gate. Parents
will be responsible for their own child. They will need to provide their children with their own water and
must do a temperature check prior to any practice or games. It will be the parent’s responsibility to
disclose any illness to the proper person. Games will only be held at fields that are not at a school.
(Welcome, Arcadia, Reeds, Churchland and Midway). Games will have a 30-minute break in between
ending and next one starting to give everyone time to leave and the next group to come in. This will
hopefully allow us to not have as many people at the field at one time. We urge everyone to not linger
after the game. Teams will be on each side of the field and spectators will sit behind their prospective
teams. Families are urged to sit with only members of their own house hold and social distance from
other spectators. Practices may be held at coach’s homes to help reduce the number of people at the
field at any given time. Coaches need to let Tasha or Rick know their address so their homeowners will
not be responsible for any injuries, etc. DCYSA will hold that responsibility. Fields with no permanent
bathroom must have a handwashing/hand sanitizing station. These plans are subject to change at any
given time.

This season will have 5 games instead of the usual 8. Games will be held at Welcome, Arcadia, Reeds,
Churchland and Midway. Midway will not host U12-U14 games, instead, Arcadia will do it for them.
There will be 1 tournament to be held during the week. Roger Motioned, Amber Seconded.

Tasha Lanier Resigns as President and appoints Rick Cisneros.
Rick then appoints Jordan Harris as Vice President.

Fall Season:
2 weeks for registration. Registration stops on Aug 21
Game Schedule:
9-12 Welcome
9-19 Arcadia
9-26 Midway (Arcadia to host U12-U14 on Sunday)
10-3 Reeds
10-10 Churchland
Tournament week of 17th
Tournament at Midway for U4,6,8 &10 and Arcadia for U12 & 14
Michael Fulcher made a motion to accept this schedule and Scarlett second

Next meeting on 8-25-2020 at 6:00 at Reeds
Numbers to Rick at this meeting.

Motion to adjourn Scarlett
Second by Jimmy
Meeting ends at 7:09pm

